
 et in the idyllic surroundings of rural 
Kent, this yellow stock brick school building with its 
charming arched windows and wooden bell tower 
dates back to the 1870s. Local children were educated 
in its lofty classrooms for over seventy years before it 
was closed down shortly after World War II. Following 
its closure, the school was sold to a wheelwright 
who lived and worked there, using its classrooms as 
his workshops for the rest of his life, after which 
the building lay idle for many years, slowly falling 
into disrepair.  

Happily, however, providence played a hand when 
a chance encounter brought the derelict school to 
the attention of David and Louise Brazier. “We were 
recently married and felt like we wanted a new 
renovation challenge as we’d done up our previous 
property and were ready to sell,” recalls Louise. “We 
just went for a country drive, saw the ‘for sale’ sign 
up and instantly fell in love with it.”                         

Bought back in 1996, David and Louise restored 
and converted the property gradually over the u 

Left: David and Louise had to order more fl agstones when 
the extension was built, however the company had changed 
hands and the colour of the product had altered slightly 
since they purchased the previous batch so a bit of clever 
alchemy was required. “We laid the fl agstones outside and 
distressed them by dabbing them in places with strong 
coffee, tea and a sooty cement mixture!” Louise laughs

Top: Louise had concerns that an all-white kitchen would 
look too cold and clinical so the rich rosewood veneer was 
introduced to add warmth and tie in with the other wooden 
aspects in the room.

A dilapidated former village school has undergone a 
lengthy restoration and emerged as a comfortable family 
home with a stunning curved kitchen at its heart
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subsequent years – a real labour of love as they 
did much of the work themselves. “We stayed with 
David’s parents when we started the initial work. It 
was only meant to be for three months but turned out 
to be 18!” laughs Louise. “We also had a pink second-
hand caravan that we parked on-site and lived in at 
weekends so we could get an early start which was 
fun.” The project was finally completed at the end of 
2010 after the addition of a single-storey extension 
created a capacious open-plan family kitchen and 
living space with easy access to the attractive garden 
via bi-folding doors – perfect timing as the intervening 
years had seen the family double in size with sons 
Austin (now 11) and Amos (now five).

The family’s four bedrooms, two bathrooms and 
utility room are located in what was originally the 
headmaster’s house and this part of the building was 
adjoined to two huge classrooms – one which is 
now the lounge, and the other the kitchen. “We put 
a mezzanine floor through both of the big school 
rooms because they were just so cavernous that there 
was enough ceiling height to include a second level,” 
Louise explains. Above the lounge the mezzanine 
is used as a study and cinema room, while in the 
kitchen, a wonderful spiral staircase in wrought iron 
leads to a formal dining area above.

When it came to the design of the kitchen itself 
Louise had a dream. “Around six or seven years 
before we started the project I had seen a picture 
in a magazine of a fantastic curved kitchen. I’d cut it 
out, stuck it on my pin-board and thought, ‘that’s the 
kitchen I want’!”

Prior to adding the extension, David and Louise had 
contacted Damien Smallbone at Smallbone Interiors. 
After showing him the picture of Louise’s coveted 
kitchen the couple tasked him with making their 

dream reality. “We knew we wanted to use a local, 
reliable designer and Damien was recommended 
to us; he provided a patient personal service which 
we really appreciated,” says Louise. Together with 
Damien they had played around with concepts for 
Louise’s desired curved creation but alas, within 
the confines of the original building, the classroom 
designated as the kitchen could not accommodate 
this style of design in the way Louise had hoped. 

“At that stage my clients still had a lot of work to 
do on the property and having invested such a lot 
of time in the detail of their home they didn’t want 
to rush into anything or compromise on something 
as important as the kitchen,” remembers Damien. 
Thus the solution was to bide their time and install 
a temporary kitchen until they were able to build 
a single-storey structure at the side of the property 
to create a bright and spacious open-plan area large 
enough to showcase the key circular element to its 
full potential. “The curve is what drove us to build the 
extension; it was the one thing I definitely wanted so 
we doubled the size of the kitchen in order to fit it 
in,” smiles Louise.

The finished result was certainly worth the wait. 
Damien has created an elegant sinuous peninsula that 
provides a fluid connection between the cooking area 
and the newly created family space, its curved form 
echoing the twisting staircase opposite. Louise had 
initially wanted a separate circular island but Damien 
devised a solution that links the base units around the 
walls to a peninsula that sweeps into the living area 
as this proved to be the best use of space. 

“Getting the dimensions of the curve correct was a 
little tricky; although it was a much bigger space now, 
we were still confined by certain things like the width 
of the walk-through and the spiral staircase. Also, u 

Top left: The boiling- and filtered-water tap is one of Louise’s 
favourite gadgets. Having filtered water at the touch of a 
lever is a useful device in any family kitchen.

Top right: A strip of LEDS runs along the plinths at floor 
level and also above and below the wall cabinets for an 
ambient wash of lighting.

Louise eventually found these 
fabulous floral spheres in Ikea. “I was 
looking for something dramatic and 
modern and I saw these at a really 
good price,” she says.
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“We opted for white but as it can look quite clinical on its own we 
introduced wood to give it some warmth and tie in with the wooden 
elements we have in the house like the beams and sills.”

Left: A slick trio of domino induction 
hobs fans across the worktop for 
ample cooking space.

Below: Something Damien had to be 
mindful of in his design was the way 
the kitchen looked when viewed from 
overhead at mezzanine level, thus all 
units were beautifully finished along 
their tops and the arc of the peninsula 
is a perfect curve.

you’re never usually in a position of looking down 
on a kitchen but with the mezzanine we had to be 
mindful that the shape was pleasing and interesting 
from above as well,” Damien remarks.

When it came to detail and finish, David and Louise 
wanted something that was going to stand the test of 
time, opting for high-spec, quality appliances and a 
timeless palette. “We opted for white but as it can 
look quite clinical on its own we introduced wood 
to give it some warmth and tie in with the wooden 
elements we have in the house like the beams and 
sills,” Louise says.

Bespoke kitchen manufacturer Charles Yorke built 
the cabinetry to Damien’s design with plenty of storage 
provided by neat, handleless white units highlighted 
in key areas with striking Santos rosewood veneer 
around the curved module and surrounding the 
section of wall units by the staircase. “The building 
itself has a lot of features like exposed brickwork, 
flagstones and big arched windows,” Damien reveals, 
“so we pared things down with these simple units 
and white tops with just an element of rosewood to 
prevent it from being overly complex.” 

David and Louise chose a bank of appliances 
that comprises a combination microwave oven, 
two fan ovens, two warming drawers and a coffee 
machine, while the fridge-freezer is located in the tall 
housing alongside. With two young boys and many 
relatives living nearby they’re well equipped to cope 
with Sunday dinners and family gatherings. “I’m no 

domestic goddess,” laughs Louise, “but I do like 
cooking and now that I have all the gadgets it makes 
life much easier. My favourites are my coffee machine 
and boiling-water tap – it’s so nice to have a really 
good coffee or a cup of tea instantly.”

A row of base units runs below the stunning arched 
windows. “In the temporary kitchen I had before, 
the sink was below the windows but with the new 
extension I wanted to be able to see the children 
in the day room and have a view of the garden,” 
explains Louise. To facilitate this the sink is now 
situated on what was the original wall of the kitchen 
overlooking the new extension. Above, a strip of 
narrow linear wall units ends in a curve, while a chic 
grey glass splashback extends above the height of the 
units, adding interest from the mezzanine viewpoint. 
By day, sunlight plays across its surface; in the 
evening, strip LEDs on the top and bottom of the units 
illuminate the glass for a more relaxed ambience.

The curved peninsula arcs into the dining-living 
space, linking the two areas. The striking grain of 
the rosewood veneer that encases the outside of the 
peninsula has exciting visual impact from the seating 
area, while on top three domino induction hobs 
provide Louise with plenty of cooking space. Their 
sleek low profile, however, means they don’t interfere 
with the clean lines of the design. It’s a principle also 
applied to the extractor fans overhead, which sit flush 
against the specially shaped bulkhead, keeping their 
visual contour to a minimum.      u

Opposite page: The curved section 
of units snakes around the return 
of the wall, sweeping into the newly 
created family area and fusing the two 
spaces as it turns. Bi-fold doors at the 
end of the room open up to the patio 
and garden beyond.
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SourceBook
DESIGN
Kitchen design Damien Smallbone at Smallbone Interiors  
(01843 860844 or www.smallboneinteriors.co.uk)

KITCHEN
Cabinetry Charles Yorke (01623 756080 or www.charlesyorke.co.uk)
Worktops Silestone Quartz by Cosentino  
(0870 011 8788 or www.cosentino-group.net)
Appliances Coffee machine, ovens, fridge-freezer and dishwasher,  
all Siemens (0844 892 9044 or www.siemens-home.co.uk)
Tap Blanco (0844 912 0100 or www.blanco.co.uk)
Instant boiling- and filtered-water tap InSinkErator (0800 389 
3715 or www.insinkerator.co.uk)
Flooring Classical Flagstones (0845 308 3030 or  
www.classical-flagstones.co.uk)
Dining table and chairs Dwell (0845 675 9090 or www.dwell.co.uk)
Armchairs The Little Book of Furniture (020 7739 0665 or  
www.littlebookoffurniture.com)
Pendant lights Ikea (0845 358 3363 or www.ikea.co.uk)
Wood-burning stove Contura from Fireplace & Stone Centre  
(01843 841922 or www.canterburystoneandmarble.co.uk)
Cushions For similar try The English Cowhide Company  
(www.englishcowhidecompany.co.uk)

COST
A similar kitchen from Smallbone Interiors would start from  
around £40,000

Above: The wooden sills in the 
kitchen and elsewhere in the house 
are made of timber salvaged from the 
classrooms when they served as the 
wheelwright’s workshops.

Below: Knocking through and adding 
an extension has allowed Louise to 
have the curved kitchen she’d always 
dreamed of.

Extensive storage is a crucial factor in keeping the 
kitchen looking neat and minimal. “It’s a very open 
space in terms of the mezzanine above and lots of 
windows looking in, so having lots of cupboards was 
key,” says Damien. A further bank of units is located 
opposite the peninsula, providing a hiding place for 
cookbooks and other clutter.

“We spend most of our time here now,” smiles 
Louise. “It’s such a flexible space; I can be cooking 
while my eldest son is doing his homework at the 
table and in summer we can open the doors right up 
to the patio area which is lovely. We’ve got a wood-
burning stove in the day room area, which makes it 
really cosy in winter,” she adds. 

After years of tireless effort breathing new life into 
this beautiful property, culminating in the creation of a 
fabulous multifunctional family home, it’s no wonder 
David and Louise are delighted with the finished result. 
This project certainly proves that the mantra is true – 
the best things come to those who wait. KBB
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